
 
 
 
 
 

inmuJOY – The first musical AI therapy tool  
to strengthen the mental health of children 

 
 
Denmark 2022 – The well-being of children lies in the hands of adults. How would it be if also children 
could have more influence on how to feel better, physically, mental and emotionally? With the launch 
of the new inmuJOY, the company inmutouch.com ApS is offering a new way for parents, therapists, 
and pedagogues, to face the challenges of cognitive, physical and mental disorders. As the name 
inmuJOY already reveals, the interactive sound cushion promotes pure joy. Joy that is initiated by 
music and vibrations and can be embraced in the form of a cuddly pillow. The happy sounds of the 
inmuJOY are created by movements and with the help of AI technology built into the pillow. Long-
term tests with autistic children from the age of four have shown that inmuJOY promotes self-
regulation in a playful way, thanks to its many interactive design options. It helps the child to create 
well-being from within themselves and to get in tune with their body. inmuJOY can also be a helpful 
companion for adults with motor and cognitive challenges. 
 
For the first time, the Danish team presents inmuJOY at the REHACARE 2022. In addition to the 
launch of the now third inmu® model, visitors can expect a relaunch of the movement-promoting 
inmuDANCE, as well as the rest-giving inmuRELAX. The product line of inmutouch.com is with the 
new inmuACADEMY being completed. The online format offers needs-based support and helpful 
tips, e.g. exercises such as mindfulness training with the inmu or inspiring videos from users. 
 
 

inmuJOY – a musical friend 
 
Joy, all the way to the fingertips 
Music is magical when it comes to improving the connection 
between body and brain. Music opens the mind. Especially when 
the music can be actively created. inmuJOY is the world's first aid 
tool that uses AI-generated music to help children shape their 
everyday lives with joy and well-being. The pedagogically valuable 
sound cushion is an aid for small children, school children, young 
people, and adults alike. It is designed for motor and cognitive 
stimulation. When you touch or move the inmuJOY, a musical 
sphere is activated and is constantly recomposed. Due to the 
constant change in the music, it does not get boring and is 
preventing frustrations. Due to the playful approach, physical and 
cognitive participation is promoted. 
 

 
Safety and security everywhere you need it 
The inmuJOY is also designed to be a companion. On everyday paths, travels, to the doctor or in 
school, it can be easily held with the handle or thanks to the strap, like a bag over the shoulder or on 
the back. The design is so conceived that its cover is fluffy and soft, thanks to the robust construction 
that withstands play and activity. A variety of tactile elements are inviting the user on an adventure. A 
pocket eases the grip and promotes safety while falling asleep. 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
A therapy tool that understands you 
The music energetically and powerfully changes and motivates to exuberant moments with larger 
movements. In quiet phases, the now soothing music and gentle vibrations spread throughout the 
body and help you to better concentrate or calm your breath. With this small aid, the senses can be 
activated in many different ways without being exposed as a therapy aid. On the contrary: the design 
of the inmu is based on aesthetics, beauty and dignity. Thus, is does not have a stigmatizing effect 
when used in everyday situations. 
 
 

inmuDANCE - the new version 
 
Motivation through music! Fun, alone or in the group 
Our bodies are made for movement. Only through movement can 
the body-brain axis function properly and lead to inner balance. 
The inmuDANCE offers support to better perceive your body and 
to carry out movements mindfully. Occupational therapists in 
particular, like to use the inmuDANCE as an effective tool. With the 
new version of the interactive sound cushion, the manufacturer is 
responding to customers wishes to choose between several music 
variations. The new, six different styles of music (from tango to 

reggae) make it possible to motivate even more individual movement. An additional volume control 
provides the necessary adjustment, depending on the hearing function. The inmuDANCE has been on 
the market since 2017 and is in particular popular as a tool in rehabilitation, movement therapy and 
music therapy for young and old. 
 
 
inmuACADEMY –  
knowledge goes beyond technology 

 
The inventors of the inmu are in favor of daily stimulation of the 
senses: it is essential and should be the focus of every action in 
therapy, care and nursing. At the online inmuACADEMY, users 
can learn how the inmuJOY, inmuDANCE and inmuRELAX 
develop their best possible, individual effect and how they can 
respond to specific needs and situations. With inmu®, needs-orientated priorities in training can be set. 
The educational program imparts knowledge and inspiration about the usage of the sound cushions in 
form of digital and physical courses. The inmuACADEMY consists of a series of video courses as well 
as informative material and inspirational booklets, aimed at anyone who uses the inmu professionally 
in a facility, clinic, or the user’s own home. Free access to the inmuACADEMY for six months, is already 
included with the purchase of an inmu®. All digital courses can currently be conducted in Danish or 
English. A German version is already under development. www.inmuacademy.com 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.inmuacademy.com/


 
 
 
 
 
  
 
About inmutouch.com ApS 
The Danish couple Anders Hansen and Toni Marquard are the founders behind the inmu-technology. 
Their interest in the improvement of nursing, care and life quality for people with cognitive and physical 
challenges resulted from the personal family experience with dementia – the mother was “treated” for 
over nine years in a nursing home. In autumn 2017, together with their team of composers, a designer 
and engineers, they introduced the first inmu® to the market. Since their launch, the original alignment 
on aiding dementia related diseases has steadily expanded, so that inmutouch.com today also includes 
other segments, such as autism, dental phobia, and PTSD. The inmu® sound cushions are produced in 
small amounts in their own manufactory in Denmark. The team is very focused on the importance of 
social support and are working together with several workshops for disabled. 
 
The success and the development of the unique, intuitively usable, and healing-promoting therapy tool 
has already been recognized by the German Design Award 2019 (category: Special Mention), the 
nomination for “Best New Rehab Product” at Health & Rehab Scandinavia 2018 and not least received 
the Danish Design Award 2018 (category: “Healthy Life”). 
 
Published studies and field reports Link to folder  
 
 
inmuJOY €825.86 (RRP), inmuDANCE €849.66 (RRP), 
inmuRELAX €825.86 (RRP), additional cover €65.44 (RRP) 
Monthly rental option €49.00 / Month 
 
The covers are washable and, depending on the model, made from hypoallergenic organic cotton, 
polyester, or a cotton-polyester blend, according to ECO-TEX Standard 100. The battery needs to be 
charged every 2-3 weeks if used daily 
 
Further information and available at: www.inmutouch.com 
inmuACADEMY: www.inmuacademy.com 
 
Follow us on Social Media! 
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/inmutouch/ 
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/inmutouch 
LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/inmutouch-com 

 
 
 

Press request 
Ellen Grace Albers 

Email: ellen.albers@inmutouch.com 
Phone: +49 176 807 552 89 

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/nrokdz1ml8gffy3/AAAjDvOhYBgjCB8gYKNv4b42a?dl=0

